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22.0 FIRES IN TERRAIN
Fires can be started by the artillery firing into a terrain feature which has enemy figures defending or by sapper
figures setting the terrain (man made) on fire.

I22.lOl Fires caused by artillery firepower

[22.11] Each time an artillery battery.with howitzers or rocket launchers fire at a terrain feature with defending

enemy figures, that feature can be set on fire if the terrain feature can burn. For example; Buildings can burn but
a stone bridge will not. Players must decide what can burn and cannot burn as a list would be excessive in length.
Players cannot use artillery to start random fires.

I2Z.l2l Each howitzer in the battery has a base chance per cannon to start a fire in a terrain feature. English

Shrapnel shells act just like normal howitzer shellfire for fires.

399o per howitzer against Class II and III buildings

SWo p", howitzer against Class I building and-xrceds

[22.13] Each cannon firing SPECIAL ammunition has a base chance per cannon to start a fire in a terrain feature.
g& per cannon against Class II or III buildings

tfe59o per cannon against Class I buildings an&seeds

[22.14] Each rocket launcher in a rocket battery has a base chance per launcher to start a fire in a terrain feature.

5:4% per rocket launcher against Class II and III buildings

Etqqo per rocket launcher against Class I eilkttods

t22.I5l Any explosion caused by gunpowder or artillery ammo supplies has a 50% chance for a fire to start if within
l" or l0% to start a fire on a terrain feature if within 3".

122.16l A Dry 'Grainfield" which is in season ( July, August or September) can be fired by artillery firepower

engaging a enemy unit in the grainfield. Sappers cannot set fire to a grainfield. Treat a grainfield as a woods for

% chNrce to set on fire.

[22.171 A terrain feature can be set on fire even if the artillery battery wasn't trying to set the terrain feature on

fire. Any time an artillery banery roll a low % firepower % rollto engage a enemy unit the base chance to set the

terrain feature should be consulted unless the terrain feature is a grainfield out of season.

[22.18] Place a frre marker immediately in or on the terrain feature after rolling the required low percentage.

[22.19] During wet or Snowing weather subtract l% from Class II or III buildingor 2% from class I or woods to

start a fire. Grainfields cannot burn in wet/snowing weather.

122.20.1Setting fires with Sapper units

I22 .21) Sapper units ( I or more figures) can set fire to any man made (not woods, grainfields , groves or orchards)
structure on the table top as long as the structure will burn.

t22.221During the Shock Combat Phase a player can elect for a sapper unit which is shocking a building or other
man made structure to attempt to set the structure on fire instead of shocking the position to evict the defending

figures if any.

l22.Z3l If the position is unoccupied by defending figures then any 6D roll except a 1 will set the position on fire.

I22.241 If the position is occupied the following chart is used to determine if the sappers successfully start the fire

or the defender prevents the attempt and forces the sapper unit to retire as if a DR was rolled on the shock combat
resulrs table. Defending is determinedby the abilityto fire upon the sapper figure at normal range (2").

Roll I 6D, Highest side wins with ties to defender.
Modifiers to roll are; \
Defending a Class III position t2 to roll
Defending a Class II position + 1
Every 2 firefighters assigned* -r 1
Each sapper figure above one used + 1
* The firefighters cannot be used in a shock combat the same Shock Combat Phase which they are
preventing a structure from being burned.
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122.251 Only sapper figures can start a fire with the presence (attachment to sapper unit) of a commalder figure

if the position is unoccupied by defending figures. Takes one stationary turn to ready the position. No commander

figure is required if the position is occupied by enemy figures. Regular infantry or cavalry units cannot start a fire.

I22.3Ol When Fires start and Effects
All fires start when the action to start the fire is caused. An artillery battery will start the fire in the same Phase

that it fires upon the enemy uni1. Sapper units start fires during the Shock Combat Phase.

I22.3Il Fire can spread in all directions. After all attempts to extinguish a fire are made in the Command Phase any

fires remaining will be checked to determine if they spread to adjacent structures and natural terrain. The following

table is used to determine spreading;
Any building or other man made structure
which can burn within 1" of the fire...... E%
Any building or other man ma(e structure
within 3" of rhe fire...tre.ur.$.y*r*e.**h . 5%
All natural terrain features which can burn 5%
Every 2 firefighter group in structure*.... -57o

irr_**4+%-

* These firefighters cannot count in the up coming Shock Combat Phase if assigned to fire or
prevent fires.

[22 .32] Wind direction determination for fires. Players can decide upon wind change frequency but for most games

assume the wind remains constant unless a weather event (change) occurs.
Roll a 8D to determine direction for the battle. Results are;

1 North 5 South
2 Northeast 6 Southwest
3 East 7 West
4 Southeast 8 Northwest

122.331\llrard grainfield fires spread downwind with enlarging fire marker circles. Start the fire with a 1"

circle for the lst turn of fire. Every hourly command phase, expand the fire size with the next size circle of fire.

Place the larger fire circle marker directly on the old marker upwind edge. See diagram xx.xx.

122341As grainfield adrse**i6rr expire, remove the smallest fire circle marker first, then the next size...etc.

Fire circle markers cannot extend beyond the terrain feature's surface area.

t22.351Fires cause a reduced visibility situation. Any artillery or musket firepower through or over a burning fire

position is reduced as for a Screened target.

122.361Any artillery battery or ammo train unit within f " of a burning position has a l0% per Command Phase

for total loss due to a explosion. lc r*s&
122.371 Any infantry combat unit must retire_gygy'from a burning position (1") unless a morale check to stay or

move into the burning position. The CMR morale modifier is -2. Check morale during phasing player's Movement. r
Phase. trp,r'r sk.<h Fa,i. rurlt r l*l{ ;tr r{*orff *$ rtr*titft\ **/, 'r,"s wf f;rso*e,*^. 1,"' i t 'r :,.,f fr 'ql€o'

122.381 Any cavalry unit within 1" of a burning position must retire at first opilortunity or rout away. The horses I rf-q- Br{

will not hold in position.

I22.4Ol Extinguishing fires

I22.4lJ A player can attempt to extinguish a fire on a building with\ a attempt roll during the Command Phase. No

attempt can be made if the position will be attacked in the following Shock Combat Phase.

122.421All figurasjg the position are assumed to fight the fight to extinguish. If the player has a Movement Phase

for the firefighting unit and elects to keep the unit in the burning position the unit must pass a morale check (-2

cMR).
122.43116 salinguish a fire requires the following;

Burning position lst attempt.......... 30%
Burning position 2nd attempt.......... l0%
After the 2nd attempt the position will burn to the ground.
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122.501 Fire Duration

! , [22.5L] The length of fires is based upon the burning terrain.
\-/ Grainfields if in season.... 1 turn, leaves no remains

Woods, groves etc. ......... 3 turns, leaves no remains
Class I building 1 damage point per comnxlnd phase, no remains
Class II or III buildingsr.. 1 damage point per command phase then class I walled ruins

outline
Wooden bridge............... 6 turns, leaves no remains

Buildings have damage points equal to their square inch surface area and the type of building.
Class I building 1 damage point per square inch
Class II buildings 2 damage points per square inch
Class III buildings 3 damage points per square inch
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